CHAPTER II
PRINCIPAL ICE-AGE THEORIES FACTORS 3, 4, 6, 6, 7
It would be easy to catalogue perhaps a score of more or less rational hypotheses in regard to the origin of the ice ages, the subject under which the greater climatic changes generally are discussed, and doubtless even a larger number that are quite too absurd ever to have received serious consideration, and to point out, in each case, the known and the suspected elements of weakness. But this would only be a repetition of what, in part at least, has often been done before and, therefore, could serve no good purpose.
As already stated, only a few of these hypotheses still survive, nor do all of even these few really merit the following they have. Indeed, the only ones which still claim a large number of adherents are, respectively:
3.  (a) The Solar Variation Theory.—This is based on the assumption that the solar radiation (the only solar influence that by any known process  can affect  terrestrial temperatures and terrestrial climates) has waxed and waned, either cyclically or irregularly, through considerable ranges and over long intervals of time.
This theory is seductively attractive—it looks so simple, so sufficient, and so safe from attack. There are, however, two criticisms of it that should be mentioned: (1) A change of the solar constant obviously alters all surface temperatures by a roughly constant percentage. Hence, a decrease of the heat from the sun would, in general, cause a decrease of the interzonal temperature gradients; and this, in turn, a less vigorous atmospheric circulation, and a less copious rain or snowfall—exactly the reverse of the condition, namely, abundant precipitation, most favorable to extensive glaciation. (2) If the solar variation theory is true, it follows as will be shown later, that great solar changes and extensive mountain building must usually, if not always, have been coepochal— a seemingly complete reductio ad absurdum.
4,  5, 6. (6) CrolPs Eccentricity Theory.1—To make this theory clear, it is necessary to recall two important facts in regard to the earth's movement about the sun: (1) That the orbital position of the earth at any season, that of- midsummer, say, progressively changes at'such rate as to describe a complete circuit in about 21,000 years.    This necessarily
il. Mag., 28; 121, 1864, and elsewhere.
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